PAROLES ALBUM 10 FEET FORWARD
All written by Leo SEEGER

TEN FEET FORWARD

ANYTIME

Ten feet forward's all I need
Ten feet forward's all I need
Ten feet forward's all I need
But it can't take long
To set the pace and kiss her lips

Anytime you walk on a concrete path
It's a thing you can't forget
Anyday you wake up with a muddled mind
And wonder what you'll get

One step backwards and she's gone
One step backwards and she's gone
One step backwards and she's gone
And I stay alone
With a simple taste of fog
Ten years after's just the same
Ten years after's just the same
Ten years after's just the same
Only remains
I just have to reboot the game
Missing trains and boats
With just a step aside
The craziest moments
Of a simple empty life

Sailing paperboats, down the river
With written words of hate
Anytime you choose the biggest bun in the window
And you don't feel any shame
Anytime you talk with a Colt 45
To mark the words you say
Attending funerals with a bowtie
And a bottle of champagne
Anytime you keep the genie in the bottle
And shake him till he's dead
Lonely and sad anytime at all
Throwing ideals in the pond, everything sounds like a lost cause

Getting high on a living simulator
Leaving for nowhere and with no time on your side
Trying to make a way with no real horse to ride
Trying to make sense with no real words to rhyme

Anytime you lied, anytime you twisted
The truth to all your friends
Anytime you tried to leave a mark on earth
And realized it is only your grave

Four more lines is all I need
Four more lines is all I need
Four more lines is all I need
But it won't be long
To find the way to end this song

Dying crushed down by a vicious mirror,
Narcissus's worst death
That time is the last time and you can't look back
It's the day when it finally ends

BIG BIRDS ARE DANGEROUS

NOWHERE

Well I can be a heron for one day
Flying above the river, letting my thoughts pass away
Big fish and little fish they all can be my prey
Under the sunny sky on a September day

Your feet won't lead you nowhere
As far as I can see
Why don't you let them free ?

Everytime I feel so secure
My backside feathers shine and I don't feel fear anymore
I'm just the one who passes above your head
I'm going everywhere, you'll never bring me back instead
Well I can be a heron for a time
Hiding in weeping willows by the country riverside
Don't need to hurry for the early morning train
As cool as Nick Cave as he pushes the sky away
Everytime I feel so secure
My backside feathers shine and I don't feel fear anymore
I'm just the one who passes above your head
I'm going everywhere, you'll never bring me back instead
Well I am in the river
Well I am in the sky
A super heron passing by
Well I can be a heron for one day
Big birds are dangerous

There's something special you bear
A thing that never lived
Why would you set it free ?
There's so many dark rooms in your mind
That every thought is stored behind
The naughtiest ones with the colorful blended in slime
There's something dark over there
A thing that never breathed
Why would you set it free ?
There's so many dark rooms in your mind
That every thought is stored behind
The naughtiest ones with the colorful blended in slime
Enjoy the view on what you think, love
Turn it blue and let it pay off
You'd never be in debt anytime
Sometimes you feel that darkness
A headsman in the row
Cutting heads off like daisies
Watching them fall and roll
There's so many dark rooms in your mind
That every thought is stored behind
The naughtiest ones with the colorful blended in slime
Enjoy the view on what you think love
Turn it blue and let it pay off
You'd never be in doubt nor in debt anytime

DOWN ON OUR KNEES

FLAVOUR OF THE WEEK

Stone age dancing on the 13th floor
Dishes flying through the kitchen door
Last time we died, there was blood on the floor

Sometimes it seems you're the flavour of the week,
The one who's loved
You gotta take your time
And realise what's in your mind

Spoiling carpets with a glass of wine
It's an obscure cloud for a romance to shine
Let you be you and I'll surely be mine
There's no more stones to pave the end of our road
The stifling weight of a painful load
The flaw in the plan, the crap of it all
Let us go
Changing the seasons in that daily show
No promises but just the will to know
And figure out that
We can't live down on our knees
Deserted orphans of a real life
Joined compliant solitary hearts
It takes the whole to catch it all
There's no more stones to pave the end of our road
The stifling weight of a painful load
The flaw in the plan, the crap of it all
Let us go
Changing the seasons in that daily show
No promises but just the will to know
And figure out that
We can't live down on our knees
No we won't live down on our knees (x3)

It's already gone
So don't let your troubles aside†
It's something special about your mind
A change of mood in a glimpse of time
Now you want to put the whole thing behind
But how do you deal with this double bind†?
I wonder if you ought Ö.ought to blow your horn
Changing donkeys into unicorns
It's only something about your mind
A change of mood in a glimpse of time
Now you want to put the whole thing behind
But how do you deal with this double bind†?
Take you time...to realise....
Take your time
To realise what's in your mind
No need to be famous
Just be fine

STILL BORN

STAGE FRIGHT

Found dead
Soon enough
Found dead
Dead & Gone
Nobody will be missed
He was a stifled spark in a stillborn fire

Though I pretend that I'm fine
Sipping this glass of red wine
Now I feel all but a king when the lights come
On the stage

Gone dead
Fast forgotten
In the blinking of an eye
Vanished in the dark of an endless night
Nobody knew who he was, what he did, where he came from
Just a first stone put to the ground and he was alone
Found dead
Dead & Gone
Nobody will be missed
He was a stifled spark in a stillborn fire
Nobody knew who he was, what he did, where he came from
Just a first stone put to the ground and he was alone
Don't give a fuck about posterity
Digging up the shadow of a passed out
Greying heart
Stone dead
Soon enough
Nobody will be missed
He was a stifled spark in a stillborn fire
Nobody knew who he was, what he did, where he came from
Just a first stone put to the ground and he was alone
AH..............................
Just a few words thrown in the air and he was alone
Just a few words thrown in the air and he was alone

Though it ain't rock attitude
They say that boys must be rude
But it ain't easy you know to enter the show
Folky mood
You may say it's nothing
Just take a deep breath and it's fine
So I think it's nothing
I take a deep breath , here I am
But I really walk the line
Though what I sing can be strange
Pictures are within my range
Out of my mind there's a dream
To be laid anyday on a page
You may say it's nothing
Just take a deep breath and it's fine
I must tame the words and the sounds
That can be hard to find
But I really walk the line
You may say it's nothing
Just take a deep breath and it's fine
But you can't hold my hand on the stage
When the lights turn down

CONSIDER

ROSETTA STONE

Did you ever consider suicide ?
As a true idea or just a trick of pride ?
All you say about all you feel
Can't you feel relieved ?

Union, where have you been ?
Cos we were led on twisted roads
You said you'd never leave us
And said the walls were gonna fall
Why did you leave us alone ?
We can't understand anyone
We're looking for a new Rosetta stone

Did you ever think about leaving the room
In a burst of anger or with a mask of gloom ?
All you've shown is only a part of the scene
But can't you feel relief if things are getting clearer
Now the moon shines in your dreams ?
Desperate wrestler on an empty ring
The end of the story of a mighty king
Everything now amounts to nothing
But don't beat yourself up
You're miles away from what you really were
Did you ever consider what they said
Did you ever listen to the ebbing waves
These lines you have crossed many times
Sleepwalking on a burning wire
You've gone too far now you can get no higher
You've gone too far now you can get no higher
You've gone too far now you can get no higher
You've gone too far now you can get no higher

Leading lambs to the slaughter
Stuck in a bashing machine
Delivering all but pleasure
They made us work to agony
Why did you leave us alone ?
We can't understand anyone
We're looking for a new Rosetta stone
Rising up in the mainstream
Counting backwards what we'll get ?
Growing the riot seed
A promise of a new day
Rising up in the mainstream
Counting backwards what we'll get ?
Growing the riot seed
The promise of a new day
Why did you leave us alone ?
We can't understand anyone
We're looking for a new Rosetta stone

WRITTING HISTORY

DISMISSED PROMISE KEEPER

Pay no mind to all the prophets
Writing history on our wall
Painting days in darkened colors
Changing summer to fall
Leading us down twisted roads
No one would recall, it's a rip off call

When the strings are cut off
We only fall
It's just a matter of time
But things just seemed pretty good for a while

Selling news like daily dope
And breaking eyes through the brain
All time tensions, grown up fears
Everything is insane
Breeding nightmares in a factory
Industrial made-up souls
If only we'd find the time
To put an end to the crimes
To cast away all the distorted words
That we endlessly hear when we turn that old radio on
Making each day a fool of us
Selling ready made thoughts
What is different looks like danger
What is new seems false
Leading us on twisted roads
No one would recall, it's a rip-off call

Old rusty bridge above the river
Nevermind the flow
But it surely ends the grating at a time
There's nothing to do to break the line
Love's a dismissed promise keeper
It gives you hopes and takes them all away
He once thought that he even could stay
But there's no place for surrogate lovers
Ideals drowned deep in the muddy flood
When the stakes are this high
He's just a bitter little man
With thoughts that seemed pretty good for a while
Debasing all kind of feeling
In a movement of recoil
A stubborn iron man
But sometimes you're to let sleeping dogs lie
Love's a dismissed promise keeper
It brings you dreams and takes them all away
He once thought that he even could stay
But there's no place for surrogate lovers

